**Juvenile Fiction**

*Geeks, Girls, and Secret Identities*, by Mike Jung (JF JUNG, M)

*The Mighty Odds*, by Amy Ignatow (JF IGNA, A)

*Super Fly: The World’s Smallest Superhero*, by Todd H Doodler (JF DOOD, T)

**Juvenile Series**

*The Adventures of Captain Underpants* series, by Dav Pilkey (JF PILK (SERIES))

*Batman* series, by multiple authors (JF BATM (SERIES))

*Hamster Princess*, by Ursula Vernon (JF VERN (SERIES))

**Young Adult Fiction**

*Batman: Nightwalker*, by Marie Lu (YA FIC DC*I)

*Catwoman: Soulstealer*, by Sarah J Maas (YA FIC DC*I)

*Miles Morales: Spiderman*, by Jason Reynolds (YA FIC REYN, J)

*Renegades*, by Marissa Meyer (YA FIC MEYE, M)

(Also in this series: *Archenemies, Supernova*)

*Superman: Dawnbreaker*, by Matt de la Peña (YA FIC DC*I)

*The Supervillain and Me*, by Danielle Burns (YA FIC BURN, D)

*Wonder Woman: Warbringer*, by Leigh Bardugo (YA FIC DC*I)

*Zeros*, by Scott Westerfeld (YA FIC WEST, S)

(Also in this series: *Swarm, Nexus*)

**Young Adult Graphic Novel**

*DC Superhero Girls* series, written by Shea Fontana (J GRAPHIC SUPE)

*Dog Man* series, by Dav Pilkey (J GRAPHIC DOG*)

*G-Man* series, by Chris Giarrusso (J GRAPHIC GMAN)

*Lunch Lady* series, by Jarrett J Krosoczka (J GRAPHIC LUNC)

*Sidekicks*, by Dan Santat (J GRAPHIC SIDE)

*Black Panther* series, written by Ta-Nehisi Coates (YA GRAPHIC BLAC)

*Daredevil* series, written by Mark Waid (YA GRAPHIC DARE)

*Faith* series, written by Jody Houser (YA GRAPHIC FAIT)

*Injustice: Gods Among Us* series, written by Tom Taylor (YA GRAPHIC INJU)

*Ms. Marvel*, written by G. Willow Wilson (YA GRAPHIC MS.*)

*My Hero Academia* series, by Kohei Horikoshi (YA GRAPHIC MY*H)

*Plutona*, written by Jeff Lemire (YA GRAPHIC PLJT)

*Scarlet Witch*, written by James Robinson (YA GRAPHIC SCAR)

*Strong Female Protagonist*, written by Brennan Lee Mulligan (YA GRAPHIC STRO)

*Thor, the Mighty Avenger*, written by Roger Langridge (YA GRAPHIC THOR)

*The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl* series, written by Ryan North (YA GRAPHIC UNBE)